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We present a comprehensive analysis of electronic recoil vs. nuclear recoil discrimination in liq-
uid/gas xenon time projection chambers, using calibration data from the 2013 and 2014–16 runs of
the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiment. We observe strong charge-to-light discrimination
enhancement with increased event energy. For events with S1 = 120 detected photons, i.e. equiva-
lent to a nuclear recoil energy of ∼100 keV, we observe an electronic recoil background acceptance
of <10−5 at a nuclear recoil signal acceptance of 50%. We also observe modest electric field de-
pendence of the discrimination power, which peaks at a field of around 300 V/cm over the range
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of fields explored in this study (50–500 V/cm). In the WIMP search region of S1 = 1–80 phd, the
minimum electronic recoil leakage we observe is (7.3± 0.6)× 10−4, which is obtained for a drift field
of 240–290 V/cm. Pulse shape discrimination is utilized to improve our results, and we find that,
at low energies and low fields, there is an additional reduction in background leakage by a factor of
up to 3. We develop an empirical model for recombination fluctuations which, when used alongside
the Noble Element Scintillation Technique (NEST) simulation package, correctly reproduces the
skewness of the electronic recoil data. We use this updated simulation to study the width of the
electronic recoil band, finding that its dominant contribution comes from electron-ion recombination
fluctuations, followed in magnitude of contribution by fluctuations in the S1 signal, fluctuations in
the S2 signal, and fluctuations in the total number of quanta produced for a given energy deposition.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past fifteen years, two-phase (liquid/gas)
noble element time projection chambers (TPCs) have
emerged as a critical tool for rare event searches, most
notably the direct detection of dark matter. In partic-
ular, xenon detectors, including the Large Underground
Xenon (LUX) experiment, XENON1T, and PandaX-II,
have set world-leading constraints on spin-independent
dark matter-nucleon elastic scattering for particle masses
above a few GeV/c2 [1–3], and have set competitive lim-
its on sub-GeV/c2 dark matter [4–6] and spin-dependent
elastic scattering [7–9]. Future two-phase xenon experi-
ments will be able to test an even greater extent of dark
matter parameter space [10, 11].
The xenon TPC is an attractive instrument for dark
matter searches for a variety of reasons, including the
high density of the liquid xenon target, self-shielding,
scalability, and 3D position reconstruction [12]. In ad-
dition to these, a critical trait of this technology is its
ability to discriminate, or distinguish, between two types
of energy depositions: those creating electronic recoils,
in which energy is transferred to an atomic electron, and
those generating nuclear recoils, in which energy is ini-
tially transferred to a xenon nucleus. Discrimination is
necessary for a xenon-based dark matter experiment be-
cause the canonical signal is a WIMP-induced nuclear
recoil, while the dominant background rate is from elec-
tronic recoils. These backgrounds include γ-rays and β−
particles from the detector materials, namely from early-
chain decays of 238U and 232Th daughters; radioactive
contaminants such as 222Rn, 220Rn, 85Kr, and 136Xe in
the liquid xenon volume; and solar neutrinos [10, 13]. A
xenon TPC is able to discriminate based on two princi-
ples. First, the ratio of charge to light leaving the recoil
site is different for nuclear recoils and electronic recoils
[14, 15]. Second, the ratio of singlet to triplet excimers
is different for nuclear recoils and electronic recoils; since
these have different decay times, discrimination is possi-
ble based on primary scintillation pulse shape [16–18].
Backgrounds from detector construction materials and
surface contaminants will be a relatively small issue in
upcoming and future experiments, due to a combination
of tonne-scale self-shielding and aggressive campaigns to
∗ Corresponding author, vvelan@berkeley.edu
ensure the cleanliness of the detector. Instead, the domi-
nant backgrounds will be from internal liquid xenon con-
tamination and irreducible neutrino backgrounds. For
example, the LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) sensitivity projection
[10] predicts that 95% of the electronic recoil background
over the energy range 1.5–6.5 keVee1 (equivalent to 88%
of the total background in that energy range) is from Xe
contaminants (220Rn, 222Rn, 85Kr, and 39Ar), electron
scattering by pp solar neutrinos, and 136Xe two-neutrino
double beta decay. The internal backgrounds are difficult
to eliminate without enormous further efforts in xenon
purification and detector cleanliness. These backgrounds
arise from detector material impurities (dominantly 238U
and 232Th), but unlike the early-chain and surface back-
grounds, these contaminants can leak into the xenon vol-
ume, rendering self-shielding ineffective. Meanwhile, the
neutrino background is impossible to remove. Discrimi-
nation is effectively the only strategy to suppress these
backgrounds, allowing an experiment to probe a greater
region of dark matter parameter space.
In this paper, we examine electronic recoil vs. nuclear
recoil discrimination in close detail. Using data from the
two primary runs of LUX, we are able to characterize
how charge-to-light discrimination is affected by the drift
electric field and the detector’s light collection efficiency,
and we observe how pulse shape discrimination can en-
hance this effect. We also develop an understanding of
the microphysics of discrimination, based on a marriage
of LUX data with the Noble Element Scintillation Tech-
nique (NEST) [19] simulation code.
I. THE LARGE UNDERGROUND XENON
(LUX) EXPERIMENT
A. About the detector
The LUX experiment was a two-phase liquid/gas
xenon time projection chamber that operated at the
4850’ level of the Davis Cavern at the Sanford Under-
ground Research Facility in Lead, South Dakota. It had
two primary science runs, from April to August 2013 (re-
ferred to here as WS2013), and another from Septem-
ber 2014–August 2016 (WS2014–16). The active mass
1 As defined in Eq. 1
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was 250 kg of liquid xenon, while the fiducial mass for
the dark matter search was about 100 kg. There was an
additional 1 cm of gaseous xenon above the liquid that
converted the ionization response into an optical signal
via electroluminescence. The detector was instrumented
with 122 5.6-cm diameter Hamamatsu R8778 photomul-
tiplier tubes (PMTs), with 61 PMTs at the top of the
detector (in the gas phase) and 61 at the bottom (im-
mersed in the liquid phase). Furthermore, the detector
was instrumented with three wire grids to control the
electric field in the liquid and the gas—a cathode at the
bottom of the detector, a gate slightly below the liquid
level, and an anode in the xenon gas above the liquid
level—and two grids in front of the PMT arrays to pre-
vent stray fields from affecting the PMT photocathodes.
Full technical details of the experiment’s configuration
can be found in [20]. Here we focus on how signals are
produced and detected.
Any energy deposited in the liquid will be transferred
to xenon atoms in three modes: heat, atomic excita-
tion, and ionization. The heat is unobservable in a xenon
TPC, and for electronic recoils, the fraction of recoil en-
ergy going into the heat channel is constant with recoil
energy. The atomic excitation leads to the formation of
excimers, diatomic xenon molecules that de-excite to re-
pulsive ground states with emission of 175 nm photons.
These photons are detected by the PMTs, resulting in
a signal called “S1”; the average number of photons de-
tected for each photon leaving the recoil site is called
g1. Since the S1 pulse is relatively small in this analysis,
up to 120 photons detected, we can measure S1 in two
ways: by integrating the full pulse area, or by counting
the number of photoelectron “spikes” recorded in each
PMT. The ionization electrons are drifted through the
electric field in liquid (i.e. the drift field), extracted into
the gas phase by a stronger field, and produce secondary
scintillation light which is detected by the PMTs. This
signal is called “S2”, and the number of photons detected
from a single ionization electron is called g2. The units of
both S1 and S2 are photons detected, which we abbreviate
to phd. The drift time, i.e. the time between S1 and S2,
gives the z-position (depth) of the recoil. The pattern of
S2 light in the top PMT array is used to reconstruct x
and y. Most of the light is detected in PMTs located near
the site where the ionization electron cloud is extracted
into the gas phase, so the distribution of pulse areas can
be used to determine the (x, y)-position of the recoil site
[20, 21].
Furthermore, the S1 and S2 variables are adjusted
based on the position of the event. The S1 adjustment
is primarily based on the variation of light collection ef-
ficiency in the detector; most of the S1 light is detected
by the bottom PMTs, so S1 light collection is higher for
lower regions of the detector than for higher regions. The
adjustment is calculated such that the corrected S1 cor-
responds to the scintillation light for an equivalent event
at the center of the liquid volume. The S2 adjustment is
primarily based on the fact that if the electrons drift for
a longer time in the liquid signal, they are more likely
to attach onto an electronegative impurity. This adjust-
ment is calculated such that the corrected S2 corresponds
to the charge signal for an equivalent event at the liq-
uid/gas surface. In this article, we use the following con-
ventions, unless otherwise noted. S1c and S2c refer to the
position-corrected variables, and S1 and S2 refer to the
position-uncorrected variables. The position corrections
are dependent on z only in WS2014–16 data and on the
full xyz position in WS2013 data. However, the WS2013
corrections are dominantly z-dependent, and when we
compare results between the two science runs, we use z-
dependent position corrections for WS2013 data. S1 or
S1c refers to spike count if the pulse area is less than 80
detected photons, and it refers to pulse area otherwise.
This “hybrid” variable is used because spike counting
leads to better discrimination at low energies, but it can-
not be reliably determined for large photon statistics at
higher energies.
If the energy deposition comes from an electronic re-
coil, the combined energy from scintillation and ioniza-
tion is given by Eee in Eq. 1, where W is the average
energy required to generate a quantum of response leav-
ing the recoil site (either a photon or electron). As a
result, we refer to Eee as the electronic equivalent energy.
From data [15], we know that W = 13.7± 0.2 eV.2
Eee = W
(
S1c
g1
+
S2c
g2
)
. (1)
Meanwhile, if we assume that the energy deposition
is a nuclear recoil, we need to consider the additional
energy lost to heat and its energy dependence. We find
the total energy of a nuclear recoil Enr can be related to
its electronic equivalent energy by Eq. 2.
Eee = AE
γ
nr ,
A = 0.173 and γ = 1.05 .
(2)
We have confirmed that, by using this relationship, we
are able to match LUX D-D nuclear recoil calibration
data to its theoretical energy spectrum. The reader
should note that since γ ≈ 1, Eq. 2 is comparable to a
linear scaling. This model is similar but not identical to
the Lindhard model [23] often used to describe nuclear
recoils in liquid xenon. The discrepancy is reasonable
because the Lindhard model does not perfectly repro-
duce the nuclear recoil energy scale across all energies;
see e.g. Fig. 15 of [24].
2 The EXO-200 collaboration recently measured
W = 11.5 ± 0.5 eV in electronic recoils using 1.2–2.6 MeV γ
calibrations [22]. The discrepancy is not yet understood. As
EXO-200 is a single-phase TPC and uses avalanche photodiodes
to detect photons instead of PMTs, we use W = 13.7 ± 0.2 eV
to be consistent with other dual-phase xenon TPCs.
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B. Calibrations
LUX underwent several calibration campaigns
throughout WS2013 and WS2014–16 to understand
the detector’s response to different types of energy
depositions. Both runs featured three specific cali-
brations that we focus on here. First, we injected a
tritiated methane source into the xenon [25, 26]; this is
a molecule that is chemically similar to methane, CH4,
but with one of the hydrogen atoms replaced by tritium.
Tritium is a β− emitter with a half-life of 12.3 years
and an endpoint of 18.6 keV, making it useful for
calibrating low-energy electronic recoils. It also filled the
entire detector volume, allowing us to examine effects
in different locations. Second, we ran nuclear recoil
calibration campaigns by generating 2.5 MeV neutrons
from deuterium-deuterium fusion (referred to as a D-D
calibration), which deposit up to 74 keV on a xenon
nucleus [24, 27]. These were produced by a neutron
generator placed outside the xenon volume, and the
height of this generator was varied during WS2014–16.
Third, we regularly (approximately weekly) calibrated
the detector with 83mKr, a 41.6 keVee source that
filled the detector volume uniformly and decayed with
a 1.83-hour half-life [28]. In addition to these, LUX
ran a 14C calibration campaign after the final WIMP
search, in August 2016; we injected a 14CH4 methane
molecule, which allowed us to calibrate the detector up
to 156.5 keVee [26, 29].
In this article, we use data from all of these calibration
campaigns, focusing only on single scatter events (events
with one S1, followed by one S2 within an appropriate
time window). We do apply some additional quality cuts
to the data, most of which are described in past literature
[1, 20, 24, 25, 30]. To summarize, these include: cuts on
event position to select recoils in the central region of
the liquid volume, or in the path of the beam for D-D
nuclear recoils; cuts on S1 and S2 area to select events
in the appropriate energy range; cuts on the S1 and S2
pulse shapes; and a cut to remove multiple scatters that
are misclassified as single scatters.
C. Electric field variation
In WS2013, the drift field was fairly uniform across
the liquid xenon target region at 177 ± 14 V/cm. How-
ever, in WS2014–16, the drift field varied significantly
throughout the detector from 30 V/cm at the bottom of
the fiducial region to 600 V/cm at the top. In [31], the
LUX Collaboration hypothesized that the drift field vari-
ation was created by net charge buildup within the poly-
tetrafluoroethylene detector walls and that this buildup
of charge was induced by the strong VUV fluxes experi-
enced during grid conditioning. A method for converting
an event’s 3D position to the electric field at the recoil
site was described in that publication. This was a com-
plication for the WIMP search analysis, but it provides
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FIG. 1. The distribution of drift fields in the LUX datasets.
(Top) The mass distribution of field within the LUX fidu-
cial volume. In this analysis, we define the WS2013 fidu-
cial volume as r < 20 cm and 38 < (tdrift/µs) < 305,
and the WS2014–16 fiducial volume as r < 20 cm and
40 < (tdrift/µs) < 300. (Middle) For each electronic recoil,
the field at the recoil site is calculated using the results of [31],
and we plot a normalized histogram of the results. The 3H
and 14C datasets are combined for WS2014–16 because they
both fill the entire detector volume, and thus have identi-
cal distributions. Black dashed lines are used to indicate the
field bins used in Section II. The WS2013 and WS2014–16
histograms are normalized separately in order to visualize the
data effectively, so the relative heights of the blue and yel-
low histograms should not be considered an expression of the
number of events in each dataset. (Bottom) The same as the
middle panel, but for nuclear recoils.
us with an opportunity to examine how discrimination
is affected by electric field. Figure 1 shows the distribu-
tion of field in the LUX fiducial volume, as well as the
field distribution of events in the calibrations mentioned
in Section I B; the reader may observe the dramatic dif-
ference between the two runs. The uncertainty on the
electric field magnitude is estimated to be ∼10%, based
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on comparisons between light and charge yields in simu-
lation and data [32].
II. ELECTRONIC AND NUCLEAR RECOIL
BANDS
A. Electronic Recoils
For each electronic recoil in the dataset, the LUX de-
tector observes a single S1 signal, followed by a single
S2 signal. As has been widely observed by liquid xenon
experiments [1, 14, 15, 33, 34], one can plot these recoils
on axes of log10(S2c/S1c) vs. S1c to obtain a “band” of
events. We will refer to this as the ER band, as is com-
mon in the literature.
We calculate relevant quantities characterizing the ER
band in the following way. First, we account for the
irregular energy spectrum of the dataset, which includes
both 3H and 14C β− decays. For each event, a weight is
calculated such that the weighted energy distribution is
proportional to f(E) in Eq. 3, in which E is the recoil
energy determined with Eq. 1.
f(E) =
1
2
[
1 + erf
(
E − Eµ
Eσ
√
2
)]
. (3)
The parameters Eµ and Eσ are determined by fitting the
3H and 14C energy distributions to their beta decay spec-
tra multiplied by f(E). They are fit to about 1 keVee
and 0.3 keVee, respectively. Effectively, Eµ is the en-
ergy threshold for measuring electronic recoils, and Eσ
is the “width” of this threshold. In this way, the energy
spectrum of the dataset is transformed into a flat distri-
bution, apart from the threshold behavior at low energy.
See Fig. 2 for a depiction of this weighting.
This procedure allows us to calculate an ER band that
is universal for electronic recoils. Furthermore, it yields a
result that is relevant for future xenon dark matter exper-
iments. These experiments (as explained in Section I A)
are prone to backgrounds from pp neutrinos and daugh-
ters of 220Rn and 222Rn, which are relatively constant in
energy over the range of energies relevant for dark matter
direct detection.
We then split the electronic recoil data into small
bins of S1c. Within S1c bins, the distribution of
log10(S2c/S1c) is often [20, 25, 35] assumed to be Gaus-
sian, but we observe that a skew-Gaussian distribution is
a better fit for the electronic recoil data, as also observed
in [36]. A skew-Gaussian distribution follows the proba-
bility density function (PDF) in Eq. 4. This distribution
is similar to a Gaussian distribution, if we identify ξ and
ω with the mean and standard deviation. However, the
skew-Gaussian distribution is modified by a parameter α,
biasing the PDF towards higher values than a Gaussian
PDF if α > 0 and lower values if α < 0. As a result,
the mean µ and variance σ2 of the skew-Gaussian dis-
tribution are given by Equations 5 and 6, respectively
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FIG. 2. (Top) The recoil energy spectrum of the WS2014–16
electronic recoil dataset, including 3H and 14C decays. (Bot-
tom) The same energy spectrum, but with weights applied
such that the spectrum is flat with a threshold at low energy.
[37].
f(x) =
1
ω
√
2π
e−
(x−ξ)2
2ω2
[
1 + erf
(
α (x− ξ)
ω
√
2
)]
. (4)
µ = ξ +
√
2
π
αω√
1 + α2
. (5)
σ2 = ω2
(
1− 2
π
α2
1 + α2
)
. (6)
We will refer to α as the skewness parameter, but it is
important to note that α does not correspond to the al-
gebraic skewness of the distribution (i.e, the third stan-
dardized moment). Furthermore, when referencing skew-
Gaussian fits to distributions of log10(S2c/S1), we denote
this parameter as αB . The subscript “B” identifies this
quantity as a trait of the ER (or NR) band.
In our energy range, electronic recoil data nearly al-
ways display positive skewness; αB > 0. Figure 3 shows
the effects of positive skewness; the mean is greater than
the median, and both are greater than the mode. We
emphasize that positive skewness is not a statistical ar-
tifact, such as from Poisson statistics in the S1 signal;
it seems to be the result of liquid xenon recombination
physics, as we will explore in Section IV.
In each S1c bin, we fit the weighted histogram of
log10(S2c/S1c) to a skew-Gaussian distribution, using
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FIG. 3. A skew-Gaussian distribution with ξ = 2, ω = 0.2,
and αB = 3. The mode, median, and mean of the distribution
are shown, as well as the 15.9th and 84.1th percentiles. We
also graphically show the standard deviation σ from Eq. 6
and σ- from Eq. 7, relative to the mode of the distribution.
In real log10(S2c/S1c) data, αB is typically smaller than 3,
but a high skewness parameter is shown for ease of viewing.
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FIG. 4. An example histogram of log10(S2c/S1) for elec-
tronic recoil data, and associated fits to a skew-Gaussian and
Gaussian distribution. The events have an S1 signal between
13 and 16 phd and a drift field between 80 and 130 V/cm;
they are weighted based on their energy as described in
Section II A. The best-fit skew-Gaussian parameters are
ξ = 2.222± 0.003, ω = 0.128± 0.002, and αB = 1.14± 0.06.
The best-fit Gaussian parameters are µ = 2.2941± 0.0010
and σ = 0.1018± 0.0010.
χ2 minimization.3 Figure 4 shows an example of this
3 A maximum likelihood fit with a Poisson estimator returns con-
sistent results, but the uncertainties on the fit parameters are
larger, so we report the results from χ2 minimization.
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FIG. 5. A sample of electronic and nuclear recoils, along with
the associated bands. A randomly selected 1500 electronic
(nuclear) recoils from WS2014–16 are shown in blue (red)
dots, the median of the ER (NR) band is shown as a solid
blue (red) line, and the 15.9th percentile and 84.1th percentile
of the ER (NR) band are shown as dashed blue (red) lines.
Details on the calculation of the ER and NR band can be
found in Sec. II A and Sec. II B, respectively.
fit; note that the skew-Gaussian fit more closely matches
the data than the fit to a Gaussian. The median of the
distribution is easily extracted. The width is defined in
two ways. First, the width of the total distribution σ is
obtained by using Eq. 6. Second, we use Eq. 7 to define a
quantity that we call σ-, which is relevant for discrimina-
tion. In log10(S2c/S1c) vs. S1c space, electronic recoils
lie above nuclear recoils, so the leakage of electronic re-
coils into the nuclear recoil region is based only on the
lower part of the log10(S2c/S1c) distribution. Thus, σ-
serves as a measure of the portion of the width due only
to downward fluctuations, we and it is determined by the
condition ∫ m
m−σ-
f(x) dx = 0.68
∫ m
−∞
f(x) dx ,
wherem is the mode of f(x).
(7)
The uncertainties of the skew-Gaussian fit parameters,
which are extracted from the χ2 minimization, are used
to estimate the uncertainties of the ER band median and
width: δ(median) = δξ and δ(σ-) = δ(
√
σ2). Figure 5
shows a sample of electronic recoils from WS2014–16,
as well as the ER band calculated from the entire
WS2014–16 dataset.
B. Nuclear Recoils
Nuclear recoils can be analyzed similarly to electronic
recoils, allowing us to define an analogous NR band.
One modification we make to the procedure outlined
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in Sec.II A is that we eliminate the energy-based event
weights. Instead, we use the unweighted D-D calibration
data, which has a recoil energy spectrum similar to that
of a 50 GeV/c2 WIMP. The other adjustment for nuclear
recoils is that in bins of S1c, we assume the distribution
of log10(S2c/S1c) is Gaussian. As will be described in
Sec. IV, a skew-Gaussian distribution actually fits the
NR data better, but we model the NR band as Gaussian
for two reasons. First, due to the low statistics of the NR
data, the skew-Gaussian fit often fails to converge or gives
large errors on the fit parameters. Second, the Gaussian
fit reproduces the same median and width as the skew-
Gaussian fit, and these parameters have a greater impact
on discrimination and sensitivity than the skewness itself.
The uncertainties on the NR band median and width are
simply the uncertainties on the Gaussian fit.
We also note a small source of bias in the NR band
calculation. To improve data quality, we have removed
events with S2 < 270 phd (164 phd) in the WS2014–16
(WS2013) D-D data. In the lowest S1c bin, this removes
up to 10% of events. When the Gaussian fit is performed,
the best-fit mean and width are higher and lower, respec-
tively, than they would be if the dataset contained events
with a smaller S2 signal. The shift in these best-fit pa-
rameters is expected to be < 2%, as estimated from sim-
ulation. The shift is small but could impact electronic
recoil discrimination, as will be described in Sec. III A.
This effect is not relevant for higher S1c bins in the nu-
clear recoil data and any S1c bins in the electronic re-
coil data, because all events have S2 signals significantly
larger than the analysis threshold.
C. Variation with g1
A key detector parameter in two-phase xenon dark
matter experiments is the prompt light collection gain
g1, which is primarily dictated by the detector geometry,
the reflectivity of the inner surfaces, and the quantum ef-
ficiency of the PMTs. In WS2013, the average value of g1
was 0.117 [25], while in WS2014–16, it varied from 0.0974
to 0.0994. The time dependence of g1 could be caused by
varying impurity concentration in the Xe bulk or changes
in wire grid reflectivity. We expect g1 to have a strong
impact on discrimination; as more light is collected, the
S1 signal will grow in magnitude, and the relative size of
S1 fluctuations will decrease. Thus, g1 should be posi-
tively correlated with discrimination power.
This is an effect we can observe in LUX through a novel
procedure. For each event, the S1c signal is a sum of the
signals in each of LUX’s 122 PMTs (adjusted for position-
dependent and PMT-dependent effects). By adding to-
gether the pulses in only a fraction of the PMTs, we
are able to artificially reduce g1. We use
83mKr WS2013
calibration data [28] to determine the effective g1 for a
given subset of PMTs. The 83mKr decay is a two-step
process, emitting 32.1 and 9.4 keV conversion electrons.
The time between the two decay steps is exponentially
distributed with a half-life of 154 ns and is observed to
affect the light yield of the second energy deposit [28, 38–
40]. However, our analysis only uses events in which the
two light signals are merged. In this analysis, that is gen-
erally true for events in which the time between the two
decay steps is < 1200 ns. We can thus treat the 83mKr
decay as mono-energetic with a single (field-dependent)
S1c and S2c peak. The mean value of the 83mKr S1c
peak (in photons detected) is reduced when we add the
signals in a subset of the 122 PMTs, relative to its value
when using the full LUX detector. The reduction in the
value of the S1c peak is proportional to the reduction in
g1. For example, one PMT configuration has 105 PMTs,
and when S1c is re-calculated for all 83mKr events using
only the signals detected by these 105 PMTs, the average
S1c is reduced by 11% relative to adding the signals all
122 PMTs. Thus, we infer that the effective g1 obtained
by using these 105 PMTs is g1 = 0.89× 0.117 = 0.104.
We isolate the effect of g1 on the ER and NR bands by
considering only WS2013 data, which has a uniform drift
field. First, ten PMT configurations are chosen, and the
corresponding g1 values are calculated. We intentionally
choose PMT configurations so the resulting g1 values are
evenly distributed between 50% and 100% of g1 for the
full detector. For each configuration of PMTs, we calcu-
late new S1c values for each event in the WS2013 3H and
D-D data. The S1 signal is obtained by adding together
the signals from only the PMTs in that subset, and this
is translated to S1c with the same position-dependent
correction factor used in the analysis of all 122 PMTs.
Then, we recalculate the ER and NR band.
The results for the ER band are shown in Fig. 6, where
we display only four g1 values for ease of visualization.
See Fig. 22 in Appendix A for the full set of results. As
g1 increases, the median of the ER band shifts down; this
is a fairly straightforward result, because a larger g1 im-
plies a larger S1c and thus a lower log10(S2c/S1c). Also,
as g1 increases, the absolute ER band width decreases,
particularly for S1 values less than 30 phd. This also
matches our expectations, because as the light collection
increases, the relative size of the fluctuations in the num-
ber of photons detected decreases. Note that the leftmost
point for g1 = 0.117 in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 ap-
pears to be an outlier, showing a different behavior than
the other measurements. However, it is not an outlier.
Instead, this appearance is due to the changing conver-
sion of energy to S1c as g1 varies. Above 30 phd, the
shrinking of the ER band width with g1 plateaus, and
we can account for this with three explanations. First,
since 3H has an endpoint in our region of interest, the
changing g1 changes the maximum S1c, which excludes
certain curves at high energy. Second, the number of
events in each S1c bin decreases as we near the endpoint,
making the error bars larger and reducing our sensitivity
to any small differences. Third, as the number of pho-
tons detected increases, the relative fluctuations in the
S1 signal become smaller, and the total ER band width
is dominated by other g1-independent fluctuations such
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as recombination.
The variation of the NR band with g1, shown in Fig. 7,
is similar to that of the ER band. It shifts down with g1
for straightforward reasons; as light collection increases,
log10(S2c/S1) must decrease. The impact of g1 on the
NR band width is more muted, however.
D. Variation with drift field
Another crucial detector parameter is the drift field.
As described in Section I C, WS2014–16 saw significant
field variation in the liquid xenon volume; we can use
this to study the effect of electric field on the ER and
NR bands.
First, we separate the electronic recoil and nuclear re-
coil data into bins based on the field at the recoil site.
For WS2014–16 data, the bin boundaries are [50, 80, 130,
240, 290, 340, 390, 440, 500] V/cm. The bins were chosen
to be wide enough such that the number of events in each
bin is sufficient for the analysis, but narrow enough to
yield precise measurements of field effects; they are over-
laid over histograms of the data in Fig. 1. For WS2013
data, the data is all collected into a single field bin, lead-
ing to nine total field bins. In the LUX detector, electric
field variation is degenerate with variation in light col-
lection through z-position. Higher (lower drift time) re-
gions of the LUX detector have higher drift field, but also
lower light collection due to total internal reflection at the
liquid-gas interface. This causes photons produced near
the top of the detector to, on average, pass through more
liquid xenon and encounter the PTFE surface more times
than photons produced near the bottom of the detector.
Thus, we then adjust the light collection efficiency in each
field bin through the PMT removal procedure described
in Section II C. The adjustment in light collection, rela-
tive to the top of the LUX detector, ranges from 0.787 to
1.000 in WS2014–16 and is equal to 0.744 for WS2013.
This adjustment effectively accounts for the z-dependent
position corrections, and so, in this portion of the analy-
sis, we remove position corrections from the S1 variable.
Within each field bin, we calculate the median and
width of the ER and NR bands. For the WS2013 re-
sults only, we adjust the band medians so that it is con-
sistent with g2 in WS2014–16: g2 = 12.1 for WS2013
[25], and the average g2 = 19.085 for WS2014–16.
Thus, the WS2013 band medians are shifted up by
log10(19.085/12.1) = 0.198.
The results for the ER band in five field bins are shown
in Fig. 8, where we exclude the other bins for visualiza-
tion purposes. The results for all nine field bins can be
found in Fig. 24 in Appendix A. As the drift field in-
creases, the ER band median and width both increase
convincingly. The former effect is expected; a plethora
of data [14, 15, 26] shows that increasing electric field is
correlated with a higher charge signal and smaller light
signal, due to lower recombination. The increasing width
is a consequence of this—with a lower light signal, the
relative size of S1 fluctuations will increase. Crucially,
as we will explore later, the width of the ER band is a
major factor in discrimination. We note that the outlier
point at 35 phd for the 440–500 V/cm bin is the result of
our skew-Gaussian fit converging to a negative skewness,
whereas most fits converge to a positive skewness. It is
not symptomatic of any trend; in fact, if we consider σ
rather than σ-, this point is no longer an outlier.
The variation of the NR band with electric field is
shown in Fig. 9. The behavior of the NR band as we vary
electric field is quite different to that of the ER band,
indicating fundamental physical differences in these in-
teractions. Primarily, the NR band is substantially less
sensitive to electric field than the ER band, a finding that
has been seen by others [15]. The median moves up with
increased electric field, in a statistically significant but
small effect. The width has nearly no discernible varia-
tion from the electric field, except that the two highest
field bins (390–440 V/cm and 440–500 V/cm) appear to
have the largest widths across the entire energy range.
III. LEAKAGE AND DISCRIMINATION
A. Charge-to-light discrimination
Studying the electronic and nuclear recoil bands sep-
arately is informative, but the discrimination power is
the critical figure-of-merit for studying how detector pa-
rameters affect sensitivity. Figure 5 shows charge-to-light
discrimination graphically; the electronic recoils lie above
nuclear recoils in these axes. This is understood to be for
two reasons. First, the initial exciton-to-ion ratio varies:
it is approximately 1 for nuclear recoils [15, 41, 42] and
0.2 for electronic recoils [43–45]. Second, recombination
varies. Electronic recoils follow the Doke-Birks model
[46] at high energies (& 10 keVee) [34, 47], in which re-
combination is based on ionization density; they follow
the Thomas-Imel model [48] at lower energies, in which
thermal and diffusive effects smear out the track, and re-
combination can be considered to take place entirely in
a small box of size O(µm). Nuclear recoils are governed
solely by the Thomas-Imel model at our energies of inter-
est [41]. Thus, at these lowest energies, electronic recoils
are disparate from nuclear recoils in their initial exciton-
to-ion ratio and the fraction of energy lost to heat.
Within each S1c bin, we can calculate the charge-to-
light leakage fraction (or alternatively, its inverse: the
discrimination power) at 50% nuclear recoil acceptance
in two ways. First, we can count the number of weighted
electronic recoils falling below the NR band median.
We take the uncertainty on the leakage fraction to be
the Poisson error. Second, we can integrate the skew-
Gaussian ER distribution below the NR band median.
The uncertainty here is found by propagating the errors
in the ER band skew-Gaussian fit and the NR band Gaus-
sian fit. The two methods have been confirmed to be
consistent with each other, except in the lowest S1c bin
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FIG. 6. The median and width σ- of the ER band for several values of g1, using WS2013 data. The left plots show measurements,
and the right plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1c axis is proportional to
√
S1c. In each
row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on
the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right plots, the S1c values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the
error bars are centered at a different y-value for each g1. Note the S1c range varies for each g1 because as g1 decreases, the
3H
endpoint in S1c space decreases. See Fig. 22 for the ER band median and width for all the g1 values we considered.
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FIG. 7. The median and width of the NR band for several values of g1, using WS2013 data. The left plots show measurements,
and the right plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1c axis is proportional to
√
S1c. In each
row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on
the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right plots, the S1c values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the
error bars are centered at a different y-value for each g1. Note the S1c range varies for each g1 because as g1 decreases, the
D-D endpoint in S1c space decreases. See Fig. 23 for the ER band median and width for all the g1 values we considered.
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FIG. 8. The median and width σ- of the ER band for several drift fields. The left plots show measurements, and the right
plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1 axis is proportional to
√
S1. The ER band for WS2013
is adjusted so g2 is consistent for the WS2013 and WS2014–16 results. In each row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of
the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right
plots, the Sc values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the error bars are centered at a different y-value for
each field bin. See Fig. 24 for the ER band median and width for all the field bins we considered.
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FIG. 9. The median and width σ- of the NR band for several drift fields. The left plots show measurements, and the right
plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1 axis is proportional to
√
S1. The ER band for WS2013
is adjusted so g2 is consistent for the WS2013 and WS2014–16 results. In each row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of
the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right
plots, the S1 values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the error bars are centered at a different y-value for
each field bin. See Fig. 25 for the ER band median and width for all the field bins we considered.
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where, due to PMT and threshold effects, the distribu-
tion of log10(S2c/S1c) does not match a skew-Gaussian.
The latter method allows us to calculate the leakage frac-
tion even if the number of events in the bin is too low
to count the leaked events, so we use it except where
specifically mentioned.
Before presenting our results, we discuss sources of po-
tential systematic uncertainty on the leakage fraction.
First, g1 and g2 are uncertain at the 1–3% level; thus,
the position of the ER and NR bands are uncertain at a
similar scale. However, this uncertainty will not lead to
a systematic error on the leakage fraction, because if the
g1 or g2 measurement is offset from its true value, the ER
and NR bands will move together by the same amount.
An error in g1 could affect the ER band width and thus
the electronic recoil leakage fraction, but this effect is in-
significant at the level of the uncertainty on g1. Second,
when we decrease g1 by using a subset of LUX PMTs, this
procedure introduces an extra systematic uncertainty on
g1. This uncertainty has been calculated and is <0.1%,
so it is negligible. Third, the binning of log10(S2c/S1c)
will introduce a bias on the ER skew-Gaussian and NR
Gaussian fits. We have experimented with different levels
of binning and observed that the leakage fraction is not
significantly affected by our choice of binning. The only
effect of this choice is whether the ER skew-Gaussian fit
converges. Fourth, in the lowest S1c bin only, the NR
band median is biased slightly upwards due to the finite
S2 analysis threshold (see Sec. II B for details). This
means that the estimated leakage fraction is higher than
it would be in a zero-threshold analysis. Using simula-
tions, we have determined that this effect is smaller than
the uncertainties on the leakage fraction from statistics
and Gaussian-fitting the nuclear recoil data. However,
an experiment with a higher S2 threshold could be sig-
nificantly affected by the shift in the NR band, so caution
should be taken if extrapolating our lowest-energy results
to such an experiment.
1. Variation with g1
Calculating the leakage function in S1c bins with g1
variation gives the results in Fig. 10. The most strik-
ing effect is that as g1 increases, the leakage decreases.
Furthermore, it shares some features with the bottom of
Fig. 6, namely that the effect is strongest below 25 phd.
This suggests that the improvement in discrimination
is due to the shrinking of the ER band width. Above
25 phd, the improvement in discrimination with g1 is ab-
sent or suppressed, but we do not necessarily conclude
that g1 has no effect on discrimination at high energies.
Low 3H statistics at energies near the 18.6-keV endpoint
give rise to large uncertainties on the leakage fractions.
As mentioned, the real (counted) leakage does not match
the skew-Gaussian leakage in the lowest S1c bin only;
the ratio between the two is plotted in Fig. 27 in the
Appendix.
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FIG. 10. (Top) The electronic recoil leakage fraction for a
flat energy spectrum in S1c bins, for various values of g1,
calculated from a skew-Gaussian extrapolation of the ER
band below the NR band median. The S1c axis is pro-
portional to
√
S1c. The leakage fraction calculated in this
way is consistent with the real counted leakage, except in
the lowest S1c bin; see Fig. 27 for a comparison between
the two leakage calculations in this S1c bin. (Bottom) The
relative error on these leakage fraction values, defined as:
leakage fraction error / leakage fraction. Note that the leak-
age relative error can be greater than 1, indicating that the
leakage fraction is consistent with 0. See Fig. 26 for the leak-
age across all the field bins in the dataset.
Another way to look at xenon discrimination power is
the total leakage in a wide energy range. Using the full set
of PMTs and the WS2013 data, we find that the leakage
fraction from 0–50 phd, i.e. the WIMP search region used
in the 2013 limit [30], is about 0.1%.4 This number varies
slightly based on the method we use. If we count the
weighted number of electronic recoils falling below the
NR band median, we generally get a higher leakage than
if we use the skew-Gaussian fits; the reverse is true for
the lowest g1 values. This discrepancy is almost entirely
due to the discrepancy in the lowest S1c bin.
If we artificially remove PMTs as described in Sec-
tion II C, we can still calculate the total leakage, but
4 Our measurement of 0.1% is different than the 0.2% reported
in [20]. The difference is due to our use of a skew-Gaussian
distribution, as well as our energy weighting.
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FIG. 11. The integrated electronic recoil leakage for a flat
recoil energy spectrum from 0–9.7 keVee, while varying g1
in WS2013 data. The max S1c is proportional to 50 pho-
tons detected at g1 = 0.117. The leakage is calculated by
either counting the number of electronic recoils falling below
the NR band (black), or by integrating the electronic recoil
skew-Gaussian fits below the NR band (red). The discrep-
ancy between the two methods is explained by a poor fit of
the data to a skew-Gaussian distribution in the lowest S1c
bin. Statistical errors from Poisson fluctuations are shown.
there is an extra step required due to the 3H endpoint.
Since the endpoint is around 85 phd, any setup in which
the relative light collection is less than 50/85 = 0.59 of
the full detector will show bizarre behaviors in which
the ER band cannot be calculated properly. Thus,
we shift the maximum S1c to be proportional to g1;
e.g. S1cmax = 50 phd for g1 = 0.117, S1cmax = 25 phd
for g1 = 0.0585, etc. This effectively keeps the maximum
energy constant at 9.7 keVee. The results are shown in
Fig. 11, and they show convincingly that as light collec-
tion increases, discrimination improves.
2. Variation with drift field
Meanwhile, we can also examine the effect of drift field
on charge-to-light discrimination, as done in Fig. 12 (and
Fig. 29 in the Appendix for the lowest S1 bin). The ef-
fect is mostly muted. Drift field does not provide sig-
nificant variation in the leakage fraction when we look
at individual S1 bins. However, we can note some pat-
terns. Across the entire energy range, the lowest field
bin of 50–80 V/cm is among the highest leakages for a
given S1 bin. Meanwhile, the highest and second-highest
fields (390–440 V/cm and 440–500 V/cm, respectively)
also often give the highest leakage. Indeed, there seems
to be an effect of the leakage reaching a minimum at
240–290 V/cm in several S1 bins.
The WS2013 results are in line with the WS2014–16
results, even though the ER and NR bands separately
showed some outlier behavior. A potential explanation
for this latter effect is uncertainties in g1, g2, and the drift
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FIG. 12. (Top) The electronic recoil leakage fraction for a
flat energy spectrum in S1 bins, for various values of drift
field, calculated from a skew-Gaussian extrapolation of the
ER band below the NR band median. The S1 axis is pro-
portional to
√
S1. The equivalent nuclear recoil energy for
an S1 is calculated by using the S1 and S2c at the median of
the NR band; this varies by field, but not significantly, so we
report the energy averaged over the eight field bins. The leak-
age fraction calculated in this way is consistent with the real
counted leakage, except in the lowest S1c bin; see Fig. 29 for a
comparison between the two leakage calculations in this S1c
bin. (Bottom) The relative error on these leakage fraction
values, defined as: leakage fraction error / leakage fraction.
Note that the leakage relative error can be greater than 1,
indicating that the leakage fraction is consistent with 0. See
Fig. 28 for the leakage across all the field bins in the dataset.
field at the recoil site. The LUX collaboration has pre-
viously shown that in order for simulations to correctly
mimic data, these quantities need to be slightly adjusted
from their measured values [49].
We can also calculate the total leakage up to 80 phd,
the maximum pulse area considered in the LZ pro-
jected sensitivity [10]. This is done in Fig. 13 and
shows strong evidence of discrimination being maximized
around 300 V/cm. The existence of an optimal drift field
in the range accessible to LUX motivated a reduction
in the nominal operating field of LZ. The early designs
considered a drift field of 600 V/cm [50], while the final
design adopts a field of 310 V/cm [10, 51]. We compare
these results to those from XENON100 [33] at similar
g1, and we find agreement at the higher fields but a dis-
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FIG. 13. The integrated electronic recoil leakage for a flat
recoil energy spectrum from 1–80 S1 photons detected (equiv-
alent to 2–65 keVnr), while varying drift field in WS2014–16
data. The leakage is calculated by either counting the num-
ber of electronic recoils falling below the NR band (black),
or by integrating the electronic recoil skew-Gaussian fits be-
low the NR band (red). Our optimal field over the range
examined is ∼300 V/cm, which is within the expected drift
field range of the forthcoming LZ experiment and matches
LZ’s design specification of 310 V/cm. However, an exact
quantitative prediction of the LZ leakage is impossible be-
cause of the higher expected g1 and g2 in LZ [10]. Results
from XENON100 [33] are shown in green, where we use their
leakages at g1 = 0.081 (our results are at g1 = 0.087). The
XENON100 leakages correspond to 8–32 photons detected,
i.e. 11–34 keVnr.
crepancy at their lowest field of 92 V/cm. However, we
emphasize that a direct comparison is impossible, be-
cause the two experiments used different S1 thresholds—
1 photon detected in LUX and 8 photons detected in
XENON100, corresponding to 2 keVnr and 11 keVnr, re-
spectively.
B. Pulse Shape Discrimination
The charge-to-light ratio is undoubtedly the best dis-
criminant in liquid xenon, but under some conditions,
its performance can be enhanced with pulse shape in-
formation. Xenon excimers are formed in either a sin-
glet or triplet state, and these de-excite on different
timescales. The mean lifetime of a singlet excimer is
τ = 3.27± 0.66 ns, while that of a triplet excimer is
τ = 23.97± 0.17 ns, as measured by the LUX Collabora-
tion [16]. The fraction of excimers produced in each state
is found to vary based on the incident particle, with nu-
clear recoils producing a greater fraction of fast-decaying
singlets than electronic recoils. In this paper, we build on
the LUX collaboration’s previous analysis of pulse shape
discrimination [16]. We explore how our ability to dis-
criminate is dependent on drift field and particle energy.
Figure 14 shows an example of how this analysis was
conducted. Each event is assigned a prompt fraction
value, based on the shape of its S1 pulse. The exact calcu-
lation is detailed in [16], but in summary: each S1 pulse is
decomposed into its detected photon constituents, these
detected photons are adjusted based on PMT-specific ef-
fects and the location of the recoil, and the fraction of
photons within a particular time window is computed.
We make one key adjustment to the calculation, which
is effectively the same g1 adjustment described in Sec-
tion II C. Within each electric field bin, we only consider
photons that have hit the PMTs used to calculate the
ER and NR bands in that bin, in order to calculate the
prompt fraction. This allows us to adjust for light collec-
tion, which we assume accounts for the depth-dependence
observed in [16]. This fraction is usually between 0.4 and
0.9, but the distribution of prompt fraction for electronic
recoils is somewhat lower than the distribution for nu-
clear recoils. As a result, pulse shape serves as a moder-
ately effective discriminant on its own, as also seen by the
XMASS experiment [17, 52], the ZEPLIN-I experiment
[53], and others [54].
Here, we construct a two-factor discriminant by com-
bining pulse shape with the charge-to-light ratio; this
reflects the same strategy as the previous LUX publica-
tion and other past analyses [54, 55]. Within each bin
of drift field and S1, we consider the prompt fraction
and log10(S2c/S1) in two dimensions. We use maximum
likelihood estimation on the ER and NR populations sep-
arately to fit the data to a 2D Gaussian distribution. The
data is observed to match a 2D Gaussian distribution well
except the outermost edges of the electronic recoil data
(<10% of the ER distribution). Then, we choose a line in
prompt fraction vs. log10(S2c/S1) space to discriminate
between the two populations. The line is forced to go
through the center of the NR 2D Gaussian fit, but the
slope is a free parameter; it is determined by minimiz-
ing the ER leakage into the NR region. Note one key
difference already from [16]: the previous analysis forced
this line to pass through the NR median prompt fraction
and log10(S2c/S1), but we find that using the center of
the 2D Gaussian gives lower leakage while maintaining
50% NR acceptance. However, for the lowest S1 bin (0–
10 phd), the 2D Gaussian fit is poor, because there is
an abundance of events with prompt fraction of exactly
0 or 1.5 This fit is so poor that the resulting two-factor
leakage ends up being greater than the charge-to-light
leakage. As a result, for this bin only, we continue to use
the median in both dimensions.
The second addition we make is to use the bootstrap
method to determine the slope of the discriminating line
and its uncertainty. First, a random selection of N elec-
tronic recoil events is chosen with replacement, where
N is the total number of electronic recoil events in this
field/S1 bin. This means that it is almost certain that
some events will be in the bootstrap sample twice or more
5 If an S1 pulse has only a few photons, there is a significant prob-
ability that its prompt fraction is 0 or 1.
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often. Then, we calculate the optimal slope on this sam-
ple, using the procedure described in the previous para-
graph. We do this 100 times to get a distribution of slopes
(the number of iterations has been chosen to be high
enough such that the resulting distribution of slopes is
negligibly affected by the pseudo-random number gener-
ation). The slope that we use for the final discriminating
line of this field/S1 bin is the mean of this distribution,
while the error on that slope is given by the standard
deviation of this distribution. Finally, we calculate the
two-factor leakage by counting the number of (weighted)
electronic recoil events falling below the discriminating
line. This procedure allows us to obtain an uncertainty
on the slope of the discriminating line, and it serves as
a safeguard, preventing the calculation from being too
dependent on a single leaked electronic recoil.
The statistical error on the two-factor leakage has two
components: the Poisson error on the number of leaked
events and the error on the slope of the discriminating
line. The total statistical error is not found by adding
these in quadrature because they are not independent;
the Poisson error is a function of the leakage value, so it
is dependent on the discriminating line error. We per-
form this analysis as follows. Given an S1 and field bin,
we calculate the distribution of slopes as described in the
previous paragraph. We then draw 100 random slopes,
assuming that this distribution is Gaussian with the ap-
propriate mean and standard deviation.6 For each slope,
we calculate the two-factor leakage and its Poisson error.
Then, we randomly choose a leakage from a Gaussian
distribution with the two-factor leakage as its mean and
the Poisson error as its width. Finally, we take the mean
and standard deviation of this 100-sample dataset as the
average leakage and its error.
The results are shown in Fig. 15, where we plot the
ratio of the two-factor leakage to the charge-to-light leak-
age. A marked improvement in discrimination is ob-
served below 50 phd for the lowest electric fields (50–
80 and 80–130 V/cm). The 130–240 V/cm field bin is
ambiguous: the WS2014–16 data show improvement for
energies between 30–60 phd, but the WS2013 data at
180 V/cm show no improvement over charge-to-light dis-
crimination. For higher electric fields, there does not
seem to be a significant reduction in leakage when using
the two-factor discriminant. The most likely explana-
tion for this is that higher electric fields are associated
with less recombination. Thus, fewer scintillation pho-
tons leave the recoil site, and the S1 pulse shape is dom-
inated by the longer triplet decay time for both nuclear
and electronic recoils [56]. We also do not observe im-
provement at higher energies, but this could be due to low
6 The Gaussian assumption is accurate for the majority of S1/field
bins, although there are a few bins where the distribution has a
sharp preference for a slope separate from the main peak. In
these, a handful of events bias the minimization towards this
value, and the use of a Gaussian distribution smooths out this
effect.
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FIG. 14. An example of how the two-factor leakage is cal-
culated, using data for 80–130 V/cm and 20–30 phd. The
electronic recoil and nuclear recoil data are plotted on axes of
charge-to-light vs. prompt fraction. Ellipses containing 80%
of the data are shown. The black dashed line shows the
nuclear recoil median in log10(S2c/S1) only, and the black
text shows the corresponding electronic recoil leakage frac-
tion. The green dashed line shows the optimized discriminat-
ing line between the two distributions; the green text shows
the resulting electronic recoil leakage, as well as the slope of
this line. We note about 27% improvement in the leakage
fraction. Further details on this calculation can be found in
the text.
statistics; there are plenty of 14C events in the dataset,
but the charge-to-light leakage is so robust that virtually
none of them fall below the NR band. Although the leak-
age values appear to be different than the ones reported
in [16], this is due to the varying methodology and drift
field range. We have confirmed that if we modify our
procedure to be identical to the one detailed there, our
results are consistent.
We also consider the two-factor leakage across the en-
tire 1–80 phd energy range. Figure 16 shows these re-
sults, as well as a comparison to the charge-to-light only
leakage. We see that although there is improvement in
discrimination for low fields, the optimal drift field bins
are still 240–290 V/cm and 290–340 V/cm. We also show
the two-factor leakage in S1 bins in Fig. 31, although we
emphasize that this is an estimate. The charge-to-light
leakage in S1 bins is calculated with a skew-Gaussian ex-
trapolation, whereas the leakage ratio is calculated by
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FIG. 15. The ratio of two-factor leakage to charge-to-light
leakage, for various S1 and drift field bins. Error bars include
both statistical and systematic effects. Open circles represent
bins for which charge-to-light discrimination alone gives zero
electronic recoils falling below the NR band; as a result, it
is impossible to calculate the improvement from two-factor
discrimination. Leakage ratios with large error bars are made
transparent and plotted as dashed lines to draw the eye to-
wards more precise measurements. The plotted S1 values are
slightly shifted relative to their true value (by up to 2 phd)
for ease of visualization. The true S1 coordinates are 5 phd,
15 phd, 25 phd, etc. See Fig. 30 for the leakage ratios across
all the field bins in the dataset.
counting electronic recoils in the nuclear recoil accep-
tance region; thus, it is not exactly consistent to combine
the two.
Figure 17 shows how the slope of the discriminating
line varies with electric field and S1. The most strik-
ing effect is that the slope is almost always positive,
meaning that the ER population is tilted towards higher
log10(S2c/S1) at higher prompt fraction. In addition,
there appears to be a weak increase in the slope with en-
ergy and no dependence on field. Note that for ease of
visualization, we only show five field bins; the full set of
field bins is shown in Figures 30 and 32 in Appendix A.
IV. MODELING SKEWNESS
A. Noble Element Scintillation Technique
Skewness of the ER band has been observed previously
[36, 57], but no physical motivation for it has emerged.7
Here, we present one potential explanation by utilizing
the Noble Element Scintillation Technique, or NEST [19,
41, 47].
7 Ref. [57] does not directly report skewness. However, they ob-
serve that their signal-like mismodeling parameter is fit to a neg-
ative value by data. This means that within S1c bins, the S2c
distribution is shifted to higher values, an identical effect quali-
tatively to our observation of positive ER band skewness.
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FIG. 16. The integrated electronic recoil leakage for a flat
recoil energy spectrum from 1–80 S1 photons detected (equiv-
alent to 2–65 keVnr), while varying drift field in WS2014–16
data. The leakage is calculated using only the charge-to-light
ratio, i.e. log10(S2c/S1), and using both charge-to-light and
pulse-shape discrimination in tandem. Both leakage values
are based on the “counting” method described in Fig. 13,
where we count the number of electronic recoils leaking into
the nuclear recoil 50% acceptance region.
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FIG. 17. The slope of the two-factor discrimination line in
log10(S2c/S1) vs. prompt fraction space, for each S1 and field
bin. Missing points represent bins for which charge-to-light
discrimination alone gives zero electronic recoils falling be-
low the NR band. The plotted S1 values are slightly shifted
relative to their true value (by up to 2 phd) for ease of visu-
alization. The true S1 coordinates are 5 phd, 15 phd, 25 phd,
etc. See Fig. 32 for the slopes across all the field bins in the
dataset.
The current stable version of NEST is tagged as
NESTv2.0.1. Full details can be found in [19], but for the
sake of this paper, we summarize the main principles of
how NEST simulates a two-phase liquid/gas xenon time
projection chamber. First, the detector is modeled, in-
cluding parameters such as its size, drift field, g1 and
g2, electron lifetime, and information about its PMTs.
Then, an energy deposition is simulated with a location
in the detector, the species of the incident particle, and
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the amount of energy deposited. NEST uses empirical
fits to world data to determine the average charge and
light yield for the interaction. It then simulates the num-
ber of excitons and ions produced by the energy deposit,
as well as the number of electrons and photons leaving
the recoil site. This step uses a recombination model that
extends the naive binomial variance with a term that is
quadratic in Nions, as multiple analyses [25, 26, 34, 49]
have concluded is necessary to simulate the full magni-
tude of recombination fluctuations. Finally, the detector
response is simulated, and the user can obtain an S1 and
S2 signal, as well as auxiliary quantities such as recon-
structed position, drift field, and position corrections on
the S1 and S2 signals.
A LUX-specific NEST model, which we will refer to
as LUX-NESTv2, has been described in [49]. It has had
great success in reproducing the median and width of
the ER and NR bands from WS2014–16 data. The only
deficiency has been that it fails to correctly reproduce
the skewness of the ER and NR bands. Here, we present
a model of skewness that can be inserted into NEST and
correctly reproduce the data.
B. ER Skewness
The skewness of the ER band is critical to discrimi-
nation and thus to sensitivity in general, so it is equally
critical that LUX-NESTv2 models it correctly. In the
present version of LUX-NESTv2, if a user simulates the
LUX WS2014–16 calibrations of 3H and 14C, they will ar-
rive at an ER band with (small) negative skewness in the
WIMP search region. However, the data clearly shows
that the ER band has positive skewness in this energy
range.
In order to rectify this inconsistency, our solution is to
add skewness into LUX-NESTv2 at the level of recombi-
nation fluctuations. In LUX-NESTv2, after calculating
the quanta produced Nions and Nexcitons, the code calcu-
lates the mean recombination probability r and its vari-
ance σ2r ; all of these quantities are deterministic and only
based on the particle type, energy, and electric field. It
then simulates the number of electrons and photons leav-
ing the recoil site using Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, respectively.
Nelectrons = G [ (1− r)Nions, σ2r ] , (8)
where G[µ, σ2] is a randomly generated number from a
Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2.
Nphotons = Nexcitons +Nions −Nelectrons . (9)
However, we update this step such that the number of
electrons is drawn from a skew-Gaussian distribution,
shown in Eq. 10. This scheme preserves the mean and
variance of Eq. 8. The number of photons leaving the
recoil site is still given by Eq. 9. For clarity, we em-
phasize that there are two skewness parameters that will
be frequently referenced: αR is the skewness parameter
in the recombination fluctuations model in Eq. 10, while
αB is the skewness parameter of the ER or NR band in
log10(S2c/S1c) space, as described in Section II A.
Nelectrons = F [ (1− r)Nions − ξc ,
1
ωc
√
σ2r , αR ] , (10)
where F [ ξ, ω, α] is a randomly generated number from a
skew-Gaussian distribution given by the PDF in Eq. 4,
ωc =
√
1− 2
π
α2R
1 + α2R
, (11)
and
ξc =
√
σ2r
1− ω2c
ω2c
. (12)
If αR is sufficiently positive, the results of a LUX-
NESTv2 simulation will give αB > 0. However, the skew-
ness of the ER band can only be reproduced if αR varies
with energy and field. The model in Eq. 13, where E is
the total energy deposited by the electronic recoil and F
is the drift field at the recoil site, correctly reproduces
data with a certain set of parameter values. This model
is empirical. We develop it by determining the αR that
reproduces the correct αB in bins of drift field and S1c.
We observed that the αR required to match the measured
αB behaves differently in the low-energy and high-energy
regimes, i.e. above and below E2. As a result, we con-
struct a separate model for each energy regime, capturing
the energy- and field-dependence of αR in that regime.
The final model is a weighted sum of the two models, in
which the weight is an energy-dependent sigmoid func-
tion that asymptotically goes to zero and one in the ap-
propriate limits. The transition between the models is
field-independent and found to be about 25 keV, which
is comparable to the energy at which LUX-NESTv2 tran-
sitions from an electronic recoil yields model based on the
Doke-Birks model to one based on the Thomas-Imel Box
model [49].
αR =
1
1 + e (E−E2)/E3
[
α0 + c0 e
−F/F0 (1− e−E/E0)
]
+
1
1 + e−(E−E2)/E3
[
c1 e
−E/E1 e−
√
F/F1
]
. (13)
The nine parameters in Eq. 13 are not obtained by a
rigorous optimization, due to the immense computational
power that would be required for a nine-dimensional fit.
Instead, we proceed as follows. For each parameter X,
we find a value that approximately matches the data. Us-
ing this value, we simulate the 14C and 3H WS2014–16
calibrations, and we calculate the ER bands for six field
bins equally spaced between 50 and 500 V/cm. In doing
so, we neglect the energy weighting and g1 adjustments
described in Section II A. Next, we compute the degree to
which the simulated ER band skewness is consistent with
data by using Eq. 14, in which j and k iterate over field
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and S1c bins, respectively, and δ represents the uncer-
tainty on αB from the skew-Gaussian fit. By adjusting
X slightly and repeating this procedure several times, we
obtain a set of points (Xk, χ
2
k). Finally, we fit a quadratic
function to these points. Defining (X̄, χ̄2) as the vertex
of this parabola, we derive our desired quantities: the es-
timated value of X is X̄, and the uncertainty on X is the
amount δX such that X = X̄ ± δX implies χ2 = χ̄2 ± 1.
χ2 =
∑
i∈{14C,3H}
∑
j
∑
k
[
(αB, Data − αB, MC)2
δ2Data + δ
2
MC
]
i,j,k
.
(14)
The parameter values determined by this procedure are
listed in Table I.
Figure 18 shows a plot of Eq. 13 for a variety of energies
and fields, and Fig. 19 shows a comparison of αB between
data and simulation. One observes that the two match
well, and that αB dips below zero at high enough energy.
Here, the uncertainty on the skewness is obtained from
the fit.
We also observe that our skewness model is successful
at matching data from other experiments. See Fig. 33 in
Appendix A for a comparison to ZEPLIN-III data, which
reported an average leakage of 1.3× 10−4 at a 3.8 kV/cm
drift field [36, 58, 59]. Furthermore, the authors of [60]
used our ER skewness model to accurately simulate 37Ar
calibration data in XENON1T.
C. NR Skewness
The NR band exhibits skewness, but it is substantially
more difficult to model. There are a few reasons for the
difficulty: first, skewness is a third-order effect (as men-
tioned previously, it is associated with the third stan-
dardized moment of the distribution), so correctly mea-
suring it requires a substantial amount of data. This
is possible for electronic recoils because in WS2014–16,
there are over 1.5 million events. On the other hand,
there are only about 80,000 nuclear recoils in the data
set, so this dataset is prone to large uncertainties and
TABLE I. The optimal values for the parameters of the elec-
tronic recoil skewness model (i.e. Eq. 13), based on LUX
WS2014–16 3H and 14C calibration data.
Parameter Value ± Uncertainty Units
α0 1.39 ± 0.03 —
c0 4.0 ± 0.2 —
c1 22.1 ± 0.5 —
E0 7.7 ± 0.4 keV
E1 54 ± 2 keV
E2 26.7 ± 0.5 keV
E3 6.4 ± 0.9 keV
F0 225 ± 12 V/cm
F1 71 ± 4 V/cm
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FIG. 18. The skewness model for recombination fluctuations
in Eq. 13.
statistical fluctuations. Second, there is a small number
of multiple scatters in the nuclear recoil dataset, because
occasionally multiple S2 pulses are so close together that
they are classified as a single S2 pulse. We cut these
out without significantly reducing the single-scatter ac-
ceptance, but a small number do persist, and they have
a disproportionately high S2 area. This means that al-
though they have a negligible effect on the NR band me-
dian and width, they have a considerable effect on the
skewness. Including these multiple scatters, which are
prevalent at high energy and high electric field, causes
the skew-Gaussian fit to be fit at αB of 3.0 or above.
To account for this, we remove events at high S2 be-
fore histogramming log10(S2c/S1) and doing the skew-
Gaussian fit, resulting in the data points of Fig. 20. The
NR band skewness does not affect leakage if it is de-
fined through a cut-and-count procedure, i.e. the fraction
of electronic recoils falling below the NR band median.
However, most experiments use a profile likelihood ratio
or a similar hypothesis test, in which case a positive NR
skewness would worsen an experiment’s sensitivity.
The skewness in NR data is still relatively high, even
with this change. We simulate recombination fluctua-
tions with Eq. 10, but we require αR → ∞. To clarify,
the skew-Gaussian PDF (Eq. 4) is such that as α in-
creases, the PDF tends to “saturate”. This means that
for α & 10, the PDF does not substantially change; it
effectively becomes a unit step function multiplied by a
Gaussian. We use αR = 20 in LUX-NESTv2 to simu-
late nuclear recoils, and the results are shown in Fig. 20.
The match is moderate; we observe no substantial field
or energy dependence.
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FIG. 19. A comparison of the skewness of the ER band in
WS2014–16 data vs. simulation from LUX-NESTv2, based
on our model in Eq. 13. Points below 50 phd are from 3H
data and simulation, and points above 50 phd are from 14C
data and simulation.
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FIG. 20. A comparison of the skewness of the NR band in
WS2014–16 data vs. simulation from LUX-NESTv2, using
αR = 20.
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V. FLUCTUATIONS OF THE ER BAND
The width of the ER band is crucial to understanding
particle discrimination; as the width increases, more elec-
tronic recoil events leak below the NR band, and detector
sensitivity to dark matter deteriorates. It is therefore an
integral part of our analysis to examine the effects of
different types of fluctuations on the band width, and es-
pecially to see their dependence on drift field and energy.
LUX-NESTv2 calculates an S1 and S2 signal for
each energy deposit, but there are random fluctuations
about some mean for these values. We split all these
fluctuations into four categories: 1) S1-based fluctua-
tions, including photon detection efficiency, the double-
photoelectron effect [61, 62], pulse area smearing, PMT
coincidence, and position dependence; 2) S2-based fluc-
tuations, including electron extraction efficiency, photon
detection efficiency in gas, the double-photoelectron ef-
fect, pulse area smearing, and position dependence; 3)
recombination fluctuations; and 4) fluctuations in the
number of quanta (i.e. excitons and ions) produced for
a given energy deposit. For each category, we turn off
all other fluctuations in LUX-NESTv2, and we simu-
late 10 million electronic recoils using a flat energy spec-
trum, LUX detector-specific parameters, a uniform value
of g1 = 0.10, and a uniform drift field. We then calcu-
late the ER band as described in Section II A, including
the skewness model described in Section IV B. We repeat
this procedure for electric fields of 180, 500, 1000, and
2000 V/cm. Then, we look specifically at σ2- , the band
variance due only to the downward fluctuations. The
variance is examined rather than the width because if
the fluctuations are independent, adding the variances
will give the total variance. The results are shown in
Fig. 21.
We observe that the fluctuations in the number of
quanta are an insignificant portion of the full ER band
variance (a few percent at most), but they do grow with
field. The S2-based fluctuations contribute to about
5–10% of the full band variance; they are suppressed by
both energy and field. The field-dependent suppression
of S2-based fluctuations is explained by the fact that a
higher electric field is associated with less recombination,
so the S2 signal is larger for a given S1 signal. Simi-
larly, an increased energy leads an increased charge yield
and a suppression of S2-based fluctuations. The S1-based
fluctuations are significant at all energies and fields, ac-
counting for 20–30% of the total variance. Their field
dependence is weak, but they do get stronger with field,
for the same reason that S2-based fluctuations are sup-
pressed by an increased field. Finally, the recombination
fluctuations are clearly the strongest contributor to band
width, consistent with the findings of [15]. Their field
and energy dependence is not easy to summarize quickly,
though. At low energies, the recombination fluctua-
tions unambiguously grow with field in this field range.
At higher energies, recombination fluctuations begin to
shrink with energy in a way that is field-dependent; as
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FIG. 21. The ER band variance σ2- for different types of fluc-
tuations and fields, based on simulation from LUX-NESTv2.
Color represents electric field: dark green, gold, and magenta
represent 180, 500, and 2000 V/cm, respectively. Line style
represents the types of fluctuations that are turned on in the
simulation: dot-dot-dashed lines are fluctuations in the num-
ber of quanta, dotted lines are S2 fluctuations, dashed lines
are S1 fluctuations, dot-dashed lines are recombination fluc-
tuations, and solid lines are all fluctuations turned on simulta-
neously (i.e. the default status for LUX-NESTv2). All points
have associated error bars, but most are too small to be vis-
ible, except for points in the lowest S1c bin. If the fluctua-
tions were uncorrelated, the solid lines would represent the
sum of all the other lines for each field, but there are small
correlations, so this is not quite true. For a given field, the
difference between the solid line and the sum of the other lines
is at most 12% except in the lowest S1c bin, where the total
variance can be as much as double the sum of the individual
component variances. At the top of the figure, we show the
electronic equivalent energy for S1c in multiples of 40 phd, for
each electric field.
a result, the ordering of the fields is not monotonic. For
example, looking at just the 2000 V/cm points, recombi-
nation fluctuations begin to decrease above ∼70 phd and
continue their downward trend at higher energies. The
2000 V/cm recombination fluctuations are larger than
the recombination fluctuations for any other drift field
below 70 phd, but they become the smallest at the high-
est values of S1. One particularly interesting feature is
that at very high energies and fields—specifically, the
2000 V/cm simulation above 250 phd, or 110 keVee—
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the recombination fluctuations become smaller than the
S1 fluctuations, which are dominantly from g1 binomial
statistics.
CONCLUSION
We have explored electronic vs. nuclear recoil discrim-
ination and shown convincing evidence of improvement
at high energies. This means that detectors can enhance
their sensitivity to dark matter interactions by increasing
their g1 or examining high-energy signals, such as heav-
ier WIMPs or effective field theory interactions. Fur-
thermore, we find that pulse shape discrimination en-
hances charge-to-light discrimination, but interestingly
only for lower fields (below 200 V/cm or so). Combining
both types of discrimination, we find that our optimal
field range is 240–290 V/cm, which is consistent with the
projected capabilities of the upcoming LZ experiment.
We also emphasize the importance of understanding re-
combination fluctuations, both for their effect on the ER
band skewness and their importance in the size of the ER
band width. Future work will include an understanding
of how these detector parameters affect sensitivity to var-
ious dark matter models.
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FIG. 22. The median and width σ- of the ER band for several values of g1, using WS2013 data. The left plots show
measurements, and the right plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1c axis is proportional to√
S1c. In each row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to
the points on the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right plots, the S1c values are slightly shifted relative to their true
value, and the error bars are centered at a different y-value for each g1. Note the S1c range varies for each g1 because as g1
decreases, the 3H endpoint in S1c space decreases.
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FIG. 23. The median and width of the NR band for several values of g1, using WS2013 data. The left plots show measurements,
and the right plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1c axis is proportional to
√
S1c. In each
row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on
the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right plots, the S1c values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the
error bars are centered at a different y-value for each g1. Note the S1c range varies for each g1 because as g1 decreases, the
D-D endpoint in S1c space decreases.
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FIG. 24. The median and width σ- of the ER band for several drift fields. The left plots show measurements, and the right
plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1 axis is proportional to
√
S1. The ER band for WS2013
is adjusted so g2 is consistent for the WS2013 and WS2014–16 results. In each row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of
the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right
plots, the S1 values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the error bars are centered at a different y-value for
each field bin.
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FIG. 25. The median and width σ- of the NR band for several drift fields. The left plots show measurements, and the right
plots display error bars corresponding to these measurements. The S1 axis is proportional to
√
S1. The ER band for WS2013
is adjusted so g2 is consistent for the WS2013 and WS2014–16 results. In each row, the y-axes have the same range; the size of
the error bars on the right plot can be directly translated to the points on the left plot. For ease of visualization on the right
plots, the S1 values are slightly shifted relative to their true value, and the error bars are centered at a different y-value for
each field bin.
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FIG. 26. (Top) The electronic recoil leakage fraction for a
flat energy spectrum in S1c bins, for various values of g1,
calculated from a skew-Gaussian extrapolation of the ER
band below the NR band median. The S1c axis is pro-
portional to
√
S1c. The leakage fraction calculated in this
way is consistent with the real counted leakage, except in
the lowest S1c bin; see Fig. 27 for a comparison between
the two leakage calculations in this S1c bin. (Bottom) The
relative error on these leakage fraction values, defined as:
leakage fraction error / leakage fraction. Note that the leak-
age relative error can be greater than 1, indicating that the
leakage fraction is consistent with 0.
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FIG. 27. The ratio of the real (counted) electron recoil leak-
age fraction to the estimated leakage fraction from a skew-
Gaussian extrapolation of log10(S2c/S1c) in the lowest S1c
bin. This ratio is shown vs. g1, using WS2013 data. The
color of each data point is degenerate with the g1 value; it is
included for consistency with other figures.
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FIG. 28. (Top) The electronic recoil leakage fraction for a
flat energy spectrum in S1 bins, for various values of drift
field, calculated from a skew-Gaussian extrapolation of the
ER band below the NR band median. The S1 axis is pro-
portional to
√
S1. The equivalent nuclear recoil energy for
an S1 is calculated by using the S1 and S2c at the median of
the NR band; this varies by field, but not significantly, so we
report the energy averaged over the eight field bins. The leak-
age fraction calculated in this way is consistent with the real
counted leakage, except in the lowest S1c bin; see Fig. 29 for a
comparison between the two leakage calculations in this S1c
bin. (Bottom) The relative error on these leakage fraction
values, defined as: leakage fraction error / leakage fraction.
Note that the leakage relative error can be greater than 1,
indicating that the leakage fraction is consistent with 0.
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FIG. 29. The ratio of the real (counted) electron recoil leak-
age fraction to the leakage fraction calculated from a skew-
Gaussian extrapolation of log10(S2c/S1) in the lowest S1 bin.
This ratio is shown vs. drift field. The color of each data point
is degenerate with the field value; it is included for consistency
with other figures.
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FIG. 30. The ratio of two-factor leakage to charge-to-light
leakage, for various S1 and drift field bins. Error bars include
both statistical and systematic effects. Several data points
have error bars which are too small to be seen on the plot.
Open circles represent bins for which charge-to-light discrim-
ination alone gives zero electronic recoils falling below the
NR band; as a result, it is impossible to calculate the im-
provement from two-factor discrimination. The plotted S1
values are slightly shifted relative to their true value (by up
to 2.6 phd) for ease of visualization. The true S1 coordinates
are 5 phd, 15 phd, 25 phd, etc.
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FIG. 31. (Top) An estimate of the electronic recoil two-
factor leakage fraction for a flat energy spectrum in S1 bins,
for various values of drift field. The leakage fraction is esti-
mated by multiplying the charge-to-light leakage by the ra-
tio of two-factor to charge-to-light leakage (i.e. the results in
Figs. 28 and 30, respectively). This is an estimate for two
reasons: first, the two calculations use different S1 bins; sec-
ond, the charge-to-light leakage is a skew-Gaussian extrapo-
lation, while the ratio is based on counting individual events,
so they are not perfectly consistent. The S1 axis is propor-
tional to
√
S1. The equivalent nuclear recoil energy for an S1
is calculated by using the S1 and S2c at the median of the
NR band; this varies by field, but not significantly, so we re-
port the energy averaged over the eight field bins. (Bottom)
The relative error on these leakage fraction values, defined as:
leakage fraction error / leakage fraction. Note that the leak-
age relative error can be greater than 1, indicating that the
leakage fraction is consistent with 0.
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FIG. 32. The slope of the two-factor discrimination line in
log10(S2c/S1) vs. prompt fraction space, for each S1 and field
bin. Missing points represent bins for which charge-to-light
discrimination alone gives zero electronic recoils falling be-
low the NR band. The plotted S1 values are slightly shifted
relative to their true value (by up to 2.6 phd) for ease of visu-
alization. The true S1 coordinates are 5 phd, 15 phd, 25 phd,
etc.
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FIG. 33. A comparison of the skewness of the ER band in
ZEPLIN-III data [36, 59] vs. our simulation of the ZEPLIN-III
data using LUX-NESTv2 and our model in Eq. 13. We use a
constant light yield of 1.881 phd/keVee to convert the simu-
lated S1 signal to the energy scale used by ZEPLIN-III. The
data points match our simulation within 1 standard devia-
tion below 10 keVee. We do not reproduce the highest-energy
data with complete accuracy, but we do observe the same
qualitative decrease in skewness between 10 and 16 keVee.
